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The past year has been anything but boring – once 
again! Today’s world is changing every minute: society 
progresses and people evolve along with it, but they still 
pass their knowledge and fundamental values on to the 
next generation. Consumer expectations are also chan-
ging, with consumers now demanding higher quality, 
greener products and sustainable production processes. 
All of these factors are leading the horticulture industry 

to constantly raise its standards, and to move in new, 
undreamed-of directions. But that’s the beauty of our 
dynamic industry. It’s what makes us love our work and 
keeps us excited about our journey every single day.   

We feel that 2017 was a turning point for how we should 
view the future, so by way of introduction to this annual 
review edition of the Berger Press, we would like to pre-
sent the following overview of industry statistics, which 
reveal the business opportunities the future holds for all 
of us – if we are clever enough to seize them!  
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2017   
The Year in Review

Global Greenhouse Horticulture Market 2017-2021: Key Geographies and Forecasts by 
Technavio*. Reperated at http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20170713006114/en 

Global-Greenhouse-Horticulture-Market-2017-2021-Key-Geographies

[According to 2016 forecasts,] 
the horticultural market in 
the Americas is expected to 
reach $7.42 billion by 2021.

The Americas is witnessing a steady growth in the 
greenhouse horticulture market with most of the 
contribution coming from the US, Canada, and 
Mexico. The greenhouse horticulture market in 
the region is growing owing to the high yielding 
demand for horticultural products in comparison 
to traditional agricultural products. The US has 
lots of opportunities to increase the demand for 
agricultural products in the country.  

Agreements between researchers and growers 
allow tailored solutions that fit the exact require-
ments of growers across the region. In 2016, the 
US collaborated with Mexico along with Canada 
to supply tomatoes, a major greenhouse horti-
cultural crop produced during the winter season. 
Canadian farmers are adopting greenhouse  
horticulture due to drought conditions and supply 
shortages. 

(Technavio, 2017)”
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2017 
Berger Timeline

Acquisition
Berger acquires Specialties Robert Legault 
(SRL), the exclusive distributor of Berger pro-
ducts for the past 36 years. This transaction 
merged SRL’s dedicated team of Canadian 
sales representatives with direct access 
to Berger’s broad expertise and range of 
services.

Acquisition
Tourbière Henri Théberge & Associés Inc., a peat producer based near 
Berger’s headquarter in Quebec was Berger’s second acquisition in 2017. 
This alliance enables Berger to consolidate its harvesting activities in 
Saint-Modeste, helping to ensure a reliable supply of retail peat. Berger is 
also committed to honoring all orders placed by the current customers of 
Tourbière Henri Théberge for the 2017 season.  

January May June

February March April

Top 100 Growers 
With the unveiling of Greenhouse Grower’s list of 
the Top 100 Growers for 2017, Berger is proud to 
note that 33 companies on this prestigious list are 
among our customers and partners!
For more than 30 years, Greenhouse Grower has ranked the largest green-
house growers in the U.S. by total greenhouse space, including survey 
data on total acreage in shade houses and fields, investments in techno-
logy, environmental concerns and customer service procedures. The results 
demonstrate the industry’s ongoing efforts to raise quality standards and 
stay a step ahead of the market’s constantly expanding needs.

Exceptional Berry 
Production in 
Containers
Among the various horticulture R&D programs Berger participates in with various 
organizations, one particular project promises outstanding results in the short term. 
Since early 2016, Berger, in collaboration with Laval University and professional 
strawberry grower in Québec, has been working on new strawberry growing sys-
tems, specifically container growing. This study was initially set to run for four years, 
but the results are already compelling.   

Compared to the traditional methods of strawberry production in open fields, 
plants, grown under high tunnels in Berger’s soilless substrate, yield significantly 
more fruit. 

That more than justifies using this approach!

Although soilless strawberry production presents its share of technical challenges, 
when all the factors are well controlled, the system yields fruit of exceptional quality 
and high production density.

This research offers greenhouse growers a major new 
opportunity. Stay tuned for a burst of berries in 2018!

For some cultivars, the productivity per plant  
is 2 or 3 times higher when grown in tunnels.
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Inspiring Sponsorship
Cabano’s high school has carried out a revolutionary 
school horticultural project. Created and maintained enti-
rely by students, the two greenhouses and outdoor garden 
produced almost 6 tons of vegetables in 2017. This abun-
dant harvest provided afternoon snacks to 400 students, 
fed families in the need and supplied community kitchens. 
Berger is proud to be part of this inspiring success story. 
The company has supplied all the growing media over the 
last 4 years and will continue to do so for years to come. 

Happy  
Holidays
Every Holiday Season, the entire Berger team 
takes time to thank all our customers, collabo-
rators and distributors for their trust, confidence 
and support. This year was slightly different, as 
our traditional holiday cards were transformed 
into a green initiative and replaced by young 
trees. We sent over 2,000 evergreens seed-
lings to members of the horticulture industry 
throughout Canada and the United States as a 
symbolic gesture celebrating our partnership.

Higher Productivity 
A new peat screening system was added to the existing processing 
line at our California mixing plant. Beyond the improved performance 
yielding consistent blends of the various components, this addition 
resulted in a significant quality upgrade and increased fineness of our 
propagation mixes. The new equipment helps maintain the highest pro-
duction standards for growing media while boosting productivity. 

Thanksgiving 
For Berger, Thanksgiving was the perfect oppor-
tunity to take action and help in the recovery 
efforts for communities affected by Hurricane 
Harvey. The Pay it Forward campaign invited 
growers and other members of the horticulture 
industry across the U.S. to download our techni-
cal training guides and turn it into a good deed. 
For every download, Berger donated $1 to 
charities vetted by CNN's Impact Your World that 
are helping in Harvey’s immediate aftermath and 
will continue helping throughout the long-term 
recovery. The participation of hundreds of horti-
cultural professionals in this initiative led to a 

$3,000  
Together, we make a difference. 
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donation
by 
Berger.

Performance is one of Berger’s four core values and our overall mission is to exceed 
industry standards, so nothing is left to chance when it comes to offering top qua-
lity growing media. Consistency is part of our everyday vocabulary, and to keep our 
commitment to our customers by delivering consistent products, we never stop tes-
ting them under different environmental conditions and management methods. The 
performance of our products is always compared to that of similar mixes from our 
competitors in order to make honest comparisons.
 
The following greenhouse study was conducted with our BM6 All Purpose blend, 
comparing it with eleven similar mixes from four of our best-known competitors. 

Physical Characteristics
#10 Sieve Particle Size 
The largest variation for all Berger BM 
products is 10%, compared to 12–24% 
for mixes from the competition. This 
means superior uniformity, better irri-
gation control and more predictable 
results for Berger’s customers.

Initial Water Content
Consistently maintained at optimal rates, 
the initial water content of BM6 is easier 
to adjust prior to potting and allows 
Berger to maximize packaged volume 
thus minimizing transportation costs. 
In comparison, the initial water content 
of mixes from our competitors is 2 to 7 
times more variable.

Price
As mentioned above, by keeping the initial water content low, Berger can reduce the 
weight of its product and thus minimize shipping costs. However, it is important to 
adjust the water content before potting, not only to improve water distribution during 
irrigation, but also to optimize the porosity in containers and increase the useable 
volume per unit. At the optimal moisture content for potting (55-65%), a 3.8 ft3 bale of 
BM6 yields 8.8 ft3 of loose mix, on average. That is 5 to 35% more than our competi-
tors. A less expensive bale doesn’t necessarily mean a lower cost per ft3 of mix. 

Chemical Characteristics
pH & Nutrients
The chemical characteristics of soilless 
growing media, particularly pH, are cru-
cial for a successful production.

Inconsistent pH or an unbalanced nutrient 
content can lead to uneven plant growth, 
undesirable stretching or widespread 
stunting. Berger’s quality control gua-
rantees that the initial starter charge of 
fertilizer is always well adjusted and the 
initial incubated pH (7 days) is always 
within a range of 0.8 for nearly all of our 
products. The incubated pH for our com-
petitors’ mixes can be up to 3 times more 
variable.

How Consistency           Means $$$

A 3.8 ft3 bale of BM6 yields 
8.8 ft3 of loose mix, on 
average. 
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Beden- 
baugh
Divisional 
Sales 
Manager 

850-217-5802 
scottb@berger.ca

Jamey 
McEwen
Divisional 
Sales & Key 
Accounts 
Manager 

973-698-5731 
jameym@berger.ca

Troy Haney
Divisional 
Sales 
Manager 

207-227-0897 
troyh@berger.ca

Berger's  
Dedicated  
Sales Team

Asia

Latin America

Adam Lyvers
Sales Representative
Tennessee, Kentucky, North & South 
Carolina and Georgia

865-312-2258 · adaml@berger.ca

Derek Schumacher
Sales Representative
Washington, Oregon, Montana, Idaho, 
Nevada, Utah, Colorado, Wyoming and 
Nebraska

651-491-9910 · dereks@berger.ca

Martin Barrera
Sales Manager
Latin America

(52) 844 427 18 50
martinba@berger.ca

Peter Hesse
Sales Representative
Center of California

805-431-0741 · peterh@berger.ca

Scott Hurley
Sales Representative
New Jersey

609-752-1142 · scotth@berger.ca

Dana Main
Sales Representative
Arizona and Southern California

760-809-7369 · danam@berger.ca

Ryan Wall
Sales Representative
Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts 
and Vermont

774-284-0629 · ryanw@berger.ca

Kevin Staso
Sales Representative
Delaware, Maryland, Eastern 
Pennsylvania, West Virginia & Virginia

610-389-0857 · kevins@berger.ca

Nancy Boekestyn
Sales Manager 
Canada

905-658-2167
nancyb@berger.ca

Harold Sagastume
Sales Representative
Central America

(52) 844 431 09 68 - Mexico
(502) 53 06 72 86 - Guatemala

Abel Cota
Sales Representative
Mexico

(52) 331 479 88 18
abelc@berger.ca

Caleb Dwiggins
Sales Representative
Missouri, Illinois and Indiana
660-651-9722 · calebd@berger.ca

Dave Ferris
Sales Representative
North & South Dakota, Iowa, Minnesota 
and Wisconsin

651-398-9183 · davef@berger.ca

Benoit  
Corbeil
Sales Director
514-444-9173
benoitc@berger.ca

John 
Santoro
Divisional 
Sales 
Manager 

215-859-1605
johns@berger.ca

Bas Brouwer
Sales Representative
Niagara

905-658-6185
basb@berger.ca

Iwatani International 
Corporation
Distributor - Japan

KGH Environment Ltd.
Distributor - South Korea

Tim Schinke 
Manufacturers Representative 
Alabama, Louisiana and Mississippi

630-258-4391 · tims@berger.ca

Matt Drzal
Sales Representative
Michigan

517-896-7046 · mattd@berger.ca

Martha Trubey
Sales Representative
NorthernTexas

214-675-4997 · marthat@berger.ca

Robert Dupuis
Director – Corporate 
Accounts  
Canada

418-862-4462 x 4706
robertd@berger.ca

Kevin Triemstra
Sales Representative
Central and Northern Ontario

416-881-5293
kevint@berger.ca

Kevin Long
Sales Representative
Arkansas, Kansas, New Mexico, 
Oklahoma and South & West Texas 

405-623-8122 · kevinl@berger.ca

Victor Gonzalez
Sales Representative
Florida

321-277-7162 · victorg@berger.ca

Mike Hennequin
Sales Representative
Northern California

831-750-7316 · mikehe@berger.ca

Noal Ruckel
Sales Representative
Ohio & Western Pennsylvania

440-220-2276 · noalr@berger.ca

Serge Racette
Sales Representative
Quebec

514-444-9174
serger@berger.ca

United States of America

Canada

berger.ca | 
customerservice@berger.ca 
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